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Snowzilla Recap!
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Administrivia 


PS01 —Redux


Student Presentations


Filter, Top 10, and Join with Map Reduce


Filter, Order & Join with SQL


PS02 — Preview


Review of RAM errors paper

Outline for today’s class
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Thanks for attending L02
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Git hub was down!

• https://github.com/simsong/ANLY502


Backup repository at bitbucket

• https://bitbucket.org/simson_garfinkel/anly502


Two services avoids single point of failure.

• I need to push to each.


ANLY502 git repository will have:

• Sample code for problem sets

• Sample code from class slides


Git commands:

• git clone

• git stash; git pull; git stash apply

Administrivia 2 — GitHub Repo
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PS01



You needed to be able to:

• Run VMWare

• Run Cloudera Quickstart VM


Part 1 — WordCount in Java

• Put files in HDFS

• Java program provided. You had to compile & run Java MapReduce Program

• Report the Top 10 and their frequency count (to minimize grading). You were expected to use “sort & head” 

Part 2 — WordCount using Streaming API

• Python program provided. You had to run with command line.

• Report Top 10 and their frquency.


Part 3 — WordCount using mrjob.

• Had to install mrjob.

• -r local ; -r hadoop. 

PS01
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BIG TEACHER GOOFS: 
• Neglected to specify format for submission. 
• Neglected to tell students to put their names in all 

submitted source-code. 
• Bad input data: 

• Included invalid file  
• Included original dist file EMACS backup. 

• Spelled “Shakespeare” wrong. 



Three Issues:

• _MACOS directory

• .txt

• t8.shakespear.txt~


These files resulted in different results.

• Inconsistent implementations.

PS01 — Data Quality Issues
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With .txt & t8.shakespear.txt~:

Different results with “-r local” and “-r hadoop”
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"Top10" [54659, "the"]
"Top10" [52844, "and"]
"Top10" [40820, "i"]
"Top10" [38006, "to"]
"Top10" [35912, "of"]
"Top10" [28849, "a"]
"Top10" [26861, "you"]
"Top10" [24737, "my"]
"Top10" [21935, "that"]
"Top10" [21658, "in"]

-r hadoop

"Top10" [55224, "the"]
"Top10" [53413, "and"]
"Top10" [41362, "i"]
"Top10" [38348, "to"]
"Top10" [36296, "of"]
"Top10" [29206, "a"]
"Top10" [27264, "you"]
"Top10" [24960, "my"]
"Top10" [22230, "that"]
"Top10" [21923, "in"]

-r local

EXPERIMENT!



$ hdfs dfs -rm  hdfs:///user/cloudera/Shakespear/.txt

$ rm Shakespear/.txt


Conclusion: -r hadoop ignores the file “.txt”

Remove the “.txt” file
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"Top10" [54659, "the"]
"Top10" [52844, "and"]
"Top10" [40820, "i"]
"Top10" [38006, "to"]
"Top10" [35912, "of"]
"Top10" [28849, "a"]
"Top10" [26861, "you"]
"Top10" [24737, "my"]
"Top10" [21935, "that"]
"Top10" [21658, "in"]

-r hadoop

"Top10" [54659, "the"]
"Top10" [52844, "and"]
"Top10" [40820, "i"]
"Top10" [38006, "to"]
"Top10" [35912, "of"]
"Top10" [28849, "a"]
"Top10" [26861, "you"]
"Top10" [24737, "my"]
"Top10" [21935, "that"]
"Top10" [21658, "in"]

-r local

No changeFewer words

hdfs:///user/cloudera/Shakespear/.txt


$ hdfs dfs -rm  hdfs:///user/cloudera/Shakespear/t8.shakespeare.txt~

$ rm Shakespear/t8.shakespeare.txt~


Conclusion: *.txt~ and *.txt files are processed on both 

Remove the t8.shakespear.txt~ file
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"Top10" [27016, "the"]
"Top10" [26116, "and"]
"Top10" [20139, "i"]
"Top10" [18808, "to"]
"Top10" [17739, "of"]
"Top10" [14236, "a"]
"Top10" [13212, "you"]
"Top10" [12257, "my"]
"Top10" [10814, "that"]
"Top10" [10691, "in"]

Hadoop

"Top10" [27016, "the"]
"Top10" [26116, "and"]
"Top10" [20139, "i"]
"Top10" [18808, "to"]
"Top10" [17739, "of"]
"Top10" [14236, "a"]
"Top10" [13212, "you"]
"Top10" [12257, "my"]
"Top10" [10814, "that"]
"Top10" [10691, "in"]

Local

Fewer words Fewer words



Student Presentations
12



Purpose of a five minute presentation:

• Convey one idea about a topic.

• Invite people to learn more.

• Make connections for future work.


Slides:


Student presentations
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Title Slide Motivating 
Problem Solution Future 

Work

Title 
Motivation 
Solution

This week, we will enforce the 5 minute rule



L02 — Student Presentations
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Yu Hu Paper MapReduce: Simplified Data 
Processing on Large Clusters

Lu Wang Paper GraphChi: Large-Scale Graph 
Computation on Just a PC

Qinkai Ge Program Mahout Samsara



Simple MapReduce 
tricks with mrjob

15

MapReduce Design 
Patterns



Basic word count idea.


Basic pattern — Map/Reduce is really Map/Shuffle/Reduce”
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This is a test  
Just another test

This	is	a	test	
Just	another	test	

this,	1	
is,	1	
a,	1	
test,	1	
just,	1	
another,	1	
test,	1	

MAP Shuffle

a,	1	
another,	1	
is,	1	
just,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1	
this,	1

Reduce

a,	1	
another,	1	
is,	1	
just,	1	
test,	2	
this,	1	

Input:

    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        for word in line.strip().split(): 
            word = filter(str.isalpha,word.lower()) 
            yield word,1 

    def reducer(self, key, values): 
        yield key, sum(values) 



Example: sum of squares
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Alpha,	1	
Charlie,	3	
Alpha,	5	
Echo,	5	
Charlie,	4	

Alpha,	1	
Charlie,	9	
Alpha,	25	
Echo,	25	
Charlie,	16	MAP Shuffle

Alpha,	1	
Alpha,	25	
Charlie,	9	
Charlie,	16	
Echo,	25	 Reduce

Alpha,	26	
Charlie,	25	
Echo,	25	

class SumOfSquares(MRJob): 
    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        (label,value) = line.strip().split(",") 
        value = int(value) 
        yield label,value**2 

    def reducer(self, label, values): 
        yield label, sum(values) 



Example: filter even sums of squares — filtering in the Mapper

Pattern #1: Filtering — Remove values in the Map or Reduce phase
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Alpha,	1	
Charlie,	3	
Alpha,	5	
Echo,	5	
Charlie,	4	

Alpha,	1	
Charlie,	9	
Alpha,	25	
Echo,	25	
Charlie,	16	MAP Shuffle

Alpha,	1	
Alpha,	25	
Charlie,	9	
Echo,	25	

Reduce

Alpha,	26	
Charlie,	9	
Echo,	25	

class SumOfSquares(MRJob): 
    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        (label,value) = line.strip().split(",") 
        value = int(value) 
        if value % 2 == 1: 
            yield label,value**2 

    def reducer(self, label, values): 
        yield label, sum(values) 



Example: filter even sums of squares — filtering in the Reducer

Filtering — Remove values in the Map or Reduce phase
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Alpha,	1	
Charlie,	3	
Alpha,	5	
Echo,	5	
Charlie,	4	

Alpha,	1	
Charlie,	9	
Alpha,	25	
Echo,	25	
Charlie,	16	MAP Shuffle

Alpha,	1	
Alpha,	25	
Charlie,	9	
Charlie,	16	
Echo,	25	 Reduce

Alpha,	26	
Charlie,	9	
Echo,	25	

class SumOfSquares(MRJob): 
    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        (label,value) = line.strip().split(",") 
        value = int(value) 
        yield label,value**2 

    def reducer(self, label, values): 
        yield label, sum(filter(isodd,values)) 

def isodd(x): 
    return x%2==1 

Filtering in the Mapper is more efficient: 
• Less I/O 
• Less CPU 
“Shed work early.”



Two approaches to filtering in python: procedural and functional
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#!/usr/bin/env python                                                            

numbers = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] 

# print even numbers                                                             

# Procedural:                                                                    
even_numbers = [] 
for i in numbers: 
    if i%2==0: 
        even_numbers.append(i) 
print("Even: %s" % even_numbers) 

# Functional:                                                                    
def isEven(x): 
    return x%2==0 
even_numbers = filter(isEven,numbers) 
print("Even: %s" % even_numbers) 

# With Lambda:                                                                   
even_numbers = filter(lambda x:x%2==0,numbers) 
print("Even: %s" % even_numbers) 



Basic word count idea.


Pattern #2: Do multiple operations in parallel 
Traditional Unix word count — print the number of words
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This is a test  
Just another test

This	is	a	test	
Just	another	test	

words,	4	
words,	3

MAP Shuffle

words,	3	
words,	4

Reduce

words,	7	

Input:

    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        yield "words",len(line.split()) 

    def reducer(self, key, values): 
         yield key, sum(values) 

Goal: print # lines, words, chars



Basic word count idea.


Pattern #2: Do multiple operations in parallel 
Traditional Unix word count — print the number of words
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This is a test  
Just another test

This	is	a	test	
Just	another	test	

lines,	1	
words,	4	
chars,	14	
lines,	1	
words,	3	
chars,	17	

MAP Shuffle

chars,	14	
chars,	17	
lines,	1	
lines,	1	
words,	3	
words,	4	

Reduce

chars,	31	
lines,	2	
words,	7

Input:

    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        yield "lines", 1 
        yield "words",len(line.split()) 
        yield "chars", len(line) 

    def reducer(self, key, values): 
        yield key, sum(values) 



Basic idea: State between keys must be maintained in the reducer

Example: Find most common word:

Pattern #3: Top-10 
To compute the Top-10 requires reviewing all the data!
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This	is	a	a	test

this,	1	
is,	1	
a,	1	
a,	1	
test,	1

MAP

Shuffle

a,	1	
a,	1	
another,	1	
is,	1	
just,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1

Reduce test,	3

Just	another	test	

Node #1:

Node #2:
just,	1	
another,	1	
test,	1

MAP

test	

Node #2:

test,	1MAP

sum & 
select 
most 

common

What if reducers run on multiple nodes?



Map/Shuffle/Reduce may use multiple reducers if there are multiple keys. 
Default Partitioner Guarantee: all of the keys go to the same reducer.
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This	is	a	a	test

this,	1	
is,	1	
a,	1	
a,	1	
test,	1

MAP

Shuffle

a,	1	
a,	1	
another,	1	
is,	1	

Reduce a,	2

Just	another	test	

Node #1:

Node #2:
just,	1	
another,	1	
test,	1

MAP

test	

Node #2:

test,	1MAP

sum & 
select 
most 

common

Shuffle

just,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1

Reduce test,	3



Solution: Perform the sum & selection  separately. 
Use a new key to route all (k,v) pairs to the same reducer.
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This	is	a	a	test

this,	1	
is,	1	
a,	1	
a,	1	
test,	1

MAP

Shuffle

a,	1	
a,	1	
another,	1	
is,	1	

Reduce

Just	another	test	

Node #1:

Node #2:
just,	1	
another,	1	
test,	1

MAP

test	
Node #2:

test,	1MAP

sum & 
create new key

Shuffle

just,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1	
test,	1

Reduce

W,	(a,	2)	
W,	(another,	1)	
W,	(is,	1)

W,	(just,	1)	
W,	(test,	3)

MapReduce Job #1

Source #1 Mapped #1 Shuffled #1 Reduced #1



If there is only one key, there can be only one reducer.
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MapReduce Job #2

MAP

Shuffle

W,	(a,	2)	
W,	(another,	1)	
W,	(is,	1)	
W,	(just,	1)	
W,	(test,	3)

Reduce W,	(test,	3)

W,	(a,	2)	
W,	(another,	1)	
W,	(is,	1)

W,	(just,	1)	
W,	(test,	3)MAP

W,	(a,	2)	
W,	(another,	1)	
W,	(is,	1)

W,	(just,	1)	
W,	(test,	3)

Source #2 Mapped #2 Shuffled #2 Reduced #2



Here is a correct mapReduce WordCount topN implementation
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... 
TOPN=10 
class WordCountTopN(MRJob): 
    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        for word in line.strip().lower().split(): 
            yield filter(str.isalpha,word),1 

    def reducer(self, word, counts): 
        yield word, sum(counts) 

    def topN_mapper(self,word,count): 
        yield "Top"+str(TOPN), (count,word) 

    def topN_reducer(self,_,countsAndWords): 
       for countAndWord in heapq.nlargest(TOPN,countsAndWords): 
            yield _,countAndWord 

    def steps(self): 
        return [ 
            MRStep(mapper=self.mapper, 
                   reducer=self.reducer), 

            MRStep(mapper=self.topN_mapper, 
                   reducer=self.topN_reducer) ] 
...

You can also use mapper_init() 
and mapper_final() and perform  
your own topN algorithm.

Features: 
• Multiple mappers on different nodes 
• heapq.nlargest() for efficient topN 
• Nicely labels output with operation.

Key point: 
To calculate a Max/Min/TopN,  
the node must see ALL THE DATA

#1
#2



TopN output
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"Top10" [20, "the"] 
"Top10" [15, "to"] 
"Top10" [15, "of"] 
"Top10" [12, "and"] 
"Top10" [7, "that"] 
"Top10" [5, "sleep"] 
"Top10" [5, "a"] 
"Top10" [4, "we"] 
"Top10" [4, "be"] 
"Top10" [3, "with"] 

Tab Character 
(HadoopStreaming Delimiter) 
Better than comma!



You can do a distributed MIN/MAX/TopN, if values from nodes aren’t combined
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1

32

3

1

100

10000

10000

10000

This works for finding the topN records. 

Doesn’t work for wordCount: 

• Word Count combines records! 



Typical uses:

• Count improperly formatted input lines

• Count missing values

• Global statistics


Code:

self.increment_counter(	GROUP	,		COUNTER_NAME,		Amount)	

—e.g. 

self.increment_counter(“warn”,	“missing	gross	pay”,	1)

Counters: 
You can increment them anywhere; they are reported when the job ends.
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We might have data from two tables (data frames) to combine

Pattern #4: Joins
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100,	17,	Yellow	
101,	35,	Red	
102,	53,	Purple	
103,	29,	Green	
...	
993243,	549003,	Clear

ID,   E#,   Observation

17,	Chlorine	
29,	Copper	
35,	Bromine	
53,	Iodine	
...	
549003,	Adamantine

100,	(17,	Chlorine,	Yellow)	
101,	(35,	Bromine,	Red)	
102,	(53,	Iodine,	Purple)	
103,	(29,	Copper,	Green)	
...	
993243,	(549003,	Adamantine,	Clear)

E#, Name

17,	(Obs,	(100,	17,	Yellow))	
35,	(Obs,	(101,	35,	Red))	
53,	(Obs,	(102,	53,	Purple))	
29,	(Obs,	(103,	29,	Green))	
...	
549003,	(Obs,	(993243,	549003,	Clear))

17,	(Name,	(17,	Chlorine))	
29,	(Name,	(29,	Copper))	
35,	(Name,	(35,	Bromine))	
53,	(Name,	(53,	Iodine))	
...	
549003,	(Name,	(549003,	Adamantine))MAP

Mapped Data

Final Data
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17,	(Obs,	(100,	17,	Yellow))	
35,	(Obs,	(101,	35,	Red))	
53,	(Obs,	(102,	53,	Purple))	
29,	(Obs,	(103,	29,	Green))	
...	
549003,	(Obs,	(993243,	549003,	Clear))

17,	(Name,	(17,	Chlorine))	
29,	(Name,	(29,	Copper))	
35,	(Name,	(35,	Bromine))	
53,	(Name,	(53,	Iodine))	
...	
549003,	(Name,	(549003,	Adamantine))

Shuffle

17,	(Obs,	(100,	17,	Yellow))	
17,	(Name,	(17,	Chlorine))	
29,	(Name,	(29,	Copper))	
29,	(Obs,	(103,	29,	Green))	
35,	(Obs,	(101,	35,	Red))	
35,	(Name,	(35,	Bromine))	
53,	(Obs,	(102,	53,	Purple))	
53,	(Name,	(53,	Iodine))	
...	
549003,	(Name,	(549003,	Adamantine))	
549003,	(Obs,	(993243,	549003,	Clear))	

ShuffledMapped Data
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17,	(Obs,	(100,	17,	Yellow))	
17,	(Name,	(17,	Chlorine))	
29,	(Name,	(29,	Copper))	
29,	(Obs,	(103,	29,	Green))	
35,	(Obs,	(101,	35,	Red))	
35,	(Name,	(35,	Bromine))	
53,	(Obs,	(102,	53,	Purple))	
53,	(Name,	(53,	Iodine))	
...	
549003,	(Name,	(549003,	Adamantine))	
549003,	(Obs,	(993243,	549003,	Clear))	

Shuffled Reduce Reduced

100,	(17,	Chlorine,	Yellow)	
101,	(35,	Bromine,	Red)	
102,	(53,	Iodine,	Purple)	
103,	(29,	Copper,	Green)	
...	
993243,	(549003,	Adamantine,	Clear)



Join map code  in mrjob
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    def mapper(self, _, line): 
        fields = line.split(", ") 
        if len(fields)==3: 
            self.increment_counter("Info","Obs Count",1) 
            yield fields[1], ("Obs", fields) 
        elif len(fields)==2: 
            self.increment_counter("Info","Name Count",1) 
            yield fields[0], ("Name",fields) 
        else: 
            self.increment_counter("Warn","Invalid Data",1) 

100,	17,	Yellow	
101,	35,	Red	
102,	53,	Purple	
103,	29,	Green	
...	
993243,	549003,	Clear

17,	Chlorine	
29,	Copper	
35,	Bromine	
53,	Iodine	
...	
549003,	Adamantine

17,	(Obs,	(100,	17,	Yellow))	
35,	(Obs,	(101,	35,	Red))	
53,	(Obs,	(102,	53,	Purple))	
29,	(Obs,	(103,	29,	Green))	
...	
549003,	(Obs,	(993243,	549003,	Clear))

17,	(Name,	(17,	Chlorine))	
29,	(Name,	(29,	Copper))	
35,	(Name,	(35,	Bromine))	
53,	(Name,	(53,	Iodine))	
...	
549003,	(Name,	(549003,	Adamantine))MAP

Counters for  
“situational awareness”



Join reduce code in mrjob
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100,	(17,	Chlorine,	Yellow)	
101,	(35,	Bromine,	Red)	
102,	(53,	Iodine,	Purple)	
103,	(29,	Copper,	Green)	
...	
993243,	(549003,	Adamantine,	Clear)

17,	(Obs,	(100,	17,	Yellow))	
35,	(Obs,	(101,	35,	Red))	
53,	(Obs,	(102,	53,	Purple))	
29,	(Obs,	(103,	29,	Green))	
...	
549003,	(Obs,	(993243,	549003,	Clear))

17,	(Name,	(17,	Chlorine))	
29,	(Name,	(29,	Copper))	
35,	(Name,	(35,	Bromine))	
53,	(Name,	(53,	Iodine))	
...	
549003,	(Name,	(549003,	Adamantine))

    def reducer(self, key, values): 
        name = None 
        for v in values: 
            if len(v)!=2: 
                self.increment_counter("Warn","Invalid Join",1) 
                continue 
            if v[0]=='Name': 
                name = v[1] 
                continue 
            if v[0]=='Obs': 
                obs = v[1] 
                if name: 
                    assert key==name[0] 
                    assert key==obs[1] 
                    yield obs[0],(obs[1],name[1],obs[2]) 
                else: 
                    self.increment_counter("Warn","Obs without Name") 
                    yield obs[0],(obs[1],"n/a",obs[2]) 

Runtime Error 
Checking

SORT_VALUES=True

Simson Garfinkel
TextBox


NOTE: THIS CODE ASSUMES THAT VALUES ARE SORTED.

SEE SORT_VALUES=True




What you need to 
know

36
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SQL is a language for communicating with data bases.


Server:

• A remote databsae

• A local databse on the same computer

• An embedded database (sqlite3)


Client:

• Your program!

• Excel / Access


Typical SQL servers:

• Sqlite3

• MySQL

• PostgreSQL

SQL — Structured Query Language
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CLIENT

Server

SQL commands

SQL data

• Oracle SQL Server

• IBM Informix

• Microsoft SQL Server



Advantages:

• Standard — implemented by many different vendors & systems

• Declarative — describe what you want, DB figures out how to do it

• Optimizer — DB figures fastest way to do it.


Disadvantages:

• Another language to learn.

• Overhead of converting data to text

• Data model does not fit well with graph data (e.g. trees, social networks, etc.)

• SQLs are all a little different.

SQL — Advantages and Disadvantages 
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Server — Where the data are kept.

Client — Issues commands / gets data


Data are arranged tables. 
Tables have rows and columns:


A database is a collection of tables.

A database server can have multiple databases.

SQL Terminology
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CLIENT

Server

SQL commands

SQL data

ID EID Color
100 17 Yellow
101 35 Red
102 53 Purple
103 29 Green

Observations

EID Name
17 Chlorine
29 Copper
35 Bromine
53 Iodine

Names



sqlite>	.mode	column	
sqlite>	.header	on	
sqlite>	select	*	from	observations;	
id										eid									color						
----------		----------		----------	
100									17										Yellow					
101									35										Red								
102									53										Purple					
103									29										Green						

sqlite>	select	id,eid	from	observations;	
id										eid								
----------		----------	
100									17									
101									35									
102									53									
103									29									

sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	where	id>101;	
id										eid									color						
----------		----------		----------	
102									53										Purple					
103									29										Green						
sqlite>		

SQL Statements you need to know:  
SELECT  expression[,expression ...] FROM table [WHERE expression];
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ID EID Color
100 17 Yellow
101 35 Red
102 53 Purple
103 29 Green

Observations

EID Name
17 Chlorine
29 Copper
35 Bromine
53 Iodine

Names



sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	order	by	eid;	
id										eid									color						
----------		----------		----------	
100									17										Yellow					
103									29										Green						
101									35										Red								
102									53										Purple					
sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	order	by	color;	
id										eid									color						
----------		----------		----------	
103									29										Green						
102									53										Purple					
101									35										Red								
100									17										Yellow					
sqlite>		

sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	limit	1;	
id										eid									color						
----------		----------		----------	
100									17										Yellow					
sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	limit	2,1;	
id										eid									color						
----------		----------		----------	
102									53										Purple					
sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	limit	2,1;	

SQL Statements you need to know:  
SELECT  ... [ORDER BY expression] [LIMIT [start,] len];
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ID EID Color
100 17 Yellow
101 35 Red
102 53 Purple
103 29 Green

Observations

EID Name
17 Chlorine
29 Copper
35 Bromine
53 Iodine

Names



Inner Join:


sqlite>	SELECT	OBS.id,	OBS.eid,	N.name,	OBS.color	FROM	observations	\	
								AS	OBS	join	names	as	N	ON	OBS.eid	=	N.eid;	
id										eid									name								color						
----------		----------		----------		----------	
100									17										Chlorine				Yellow					
101									35										Bromine					Red								
102									53										Iodine						Purple					
103									29										Copper						Green						
sqlite>		

Natural Join:


sqlite>	select	*	from	observations	natural	join	names;	
id										eid									color							name							
----------		----------		----------		----------	
100									17										Yellow						Chlorine			
101									35										Red									Bromine				
102									53										Purple						Iodine					
103									29										Green							Copper					

SQL Statements you need to know:  
SELECT ... JOIN ...;
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ID EID Color
100 17 Yellow
101 35 Red
102 53 Purple
103 29 Green

Observations

EID Name
17 Chlorine
29 Copper
35 Bromine
53 Iodine

Names



SQL Tutorial Sites
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http://www.w3schools.com 
SQL eval in another window

http://sqlzoo.net 
SQL eval in same window

http://www.w3schools.com
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Part 1 — Short answer about clock time to process input files.

• Key fact you need to know: large text files can be split between different nodes. Gzip-compressed files can’t be split.


Part 2 — Practice Map/Reduce jobs.

• Code is provided to parse Apache log files.

• Compressed Apache log files are provided.

• Your job:


—Try the code that reports MIN & MAX date for each log file. 
—Print # of URLs served each day. 
—Filter “Special:” out of report. 
—Report # of times each Wiki Page is accessed. 
—Display top-10 with a two-step MRJOB. 

Part 3 — Joins

—Join Wiki logfiles with Geolocation Data 
—Report # of hits per country. 
—Report Top-10 countries (requires a three-step MRJOB)

PS02 — Due February 5th , 2016
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Install with: sudo yum install pytest 
Code to include: 

Example of test:

py.test — add tests to your code!
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Use assert statements.

Use counters to track how many records are processed & ignored.

You descriptive variable names.

Write comments that explain what the code is supposed to do.

Tips for writing more reliable code
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ABSTRACT
Errors in dynamic random access memory (DRAM) are a common
form of hardware failure in modern compute clusters. Failures are
costly both in terms of hardware replacement costs and service
disruption. While a large body of work exists on DRAM in labo-
ratory conditions, little has been reported on real DRAM failures
in large production clusters. In this paper, we analyze measure-
ments of memory errors in a large fleet of commodity servers over
a period of 2.5 years. The collected data covers multiple vendors,
DRAM capacities and technologies, and comprises many millions
of DIMM days.

The goal of this paper is to answer questions such as the follow-
ing: How common are memory errors in practice? What are their
statistical properties? How are they affected by external factors,
such as temperature and utilization, and by chip-specific factors,
such as chip density, memory technology and DIMM age?

We find that DRAM error behavior in the field differs in many
key aspects from commonly held assumptions. For example, we
observe DRAM error rates that are orders of magnitude higher
than previously reported, with 25,000 to 70,000 errors per billion
device hours per Mbit and more than 8% of DIMMs affected
by errors per year. We provide strong evidence that memory
errors are dominated by hard errors, rather than soft errors, which
previous work suspects to be the dominant error mode. We find
that temperature, known to strongly impact DIMM error rates in
lab conditions, has a surprisingly small effect on error behavior
in the field, when taking all other factors into account. Finally,
unlike commonly feared, we don’t observe any indication that
newer generations of DIMMs have worse error behavior.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.8 [Hardware]:
Performance and Reliability; C.4 [Computer Systems Orga-
nization]: Performance of Systems;

General Terms: Reliability.

Keywords: DRAM, DIMM, memory, reliability, data cor-
ruption, soft error, hard error, large-scale systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Errors in dynamic random access memory (DRAM) de-

vices have been a concern for a long time [3, 11, 15–17, 23].
A memory error is an event that leads to the logical state
of one or multiple bits being read differently from how they

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
SIGMETRICS/Performance’09, June 15–19, 2009, Seattle, WA, USA.
Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-511-6/09/06 ...$5.00.

were last written. Memory errors can be caused by elec-
trical or magnetic interference (e.g. due to cosmic rays),
can be due to problems with the hardware (e.g. a bit being
permanently damaged), or can be the result of corruption
along the data path between the memories and the process-
ing elements. Memory errors can be classified into soft er-
rors, which randomly corrupt bits but do not leave physical
damage; and hard errors, which corrupt bits in a repeatable
manner because of a physical defect.

The consequence of a memory error is system dependent.
In systems using memory without support for error correc-
tion and detection, a memory error can lead to a machine
crash or applications using corrupted data. Most memory
systems in server machines employ error correcting codes
(ECC) [5], which allow the detection and correction of one
or multiple bit errors. If an error is uncorrectable, i.e. the
number of affected bits exceed the limit of what the ECC
can correct, typically a machine shutdown is forced. In
many production environments, including ours, a single un-
correctable error is considered serious enough to replace the
dual in-line memory module (DIMM) that caused it.

Memory errors are costly in terms of the system failures
they cause and the repair costs associated with them. In pro-
duction sites running large-scale systems, memory compo-
nent replacements rank near the top of component replace-
ments [20] and memory errors are one of the most common
hardware problems to lead to machine crashes [19]. More-
over, recent work shows that memory errors can cause secu-
rity vulnerabilities [7,22]. There is also a fear that advancing
densities in DRAM technology might lead to increased mem-
ory errors, exacerbating this problem in the future [3,12,13].

Despite the practical relevance of DRAM errors, very little
is known about their prevalence in real production systems.
Existing studies are mostly based on lab experiments us-
ing accelerated testing, where DRAM is exposed to extreme
conditions (such as high temperature) to artificially induce
errors. It is not clear how such results carry over to real
production systems. The few existing studies that are based
on measurements in real systems are small in scale, such as
recent work by Li et al. [10], who report on DRAM errors
in 300 machines over a period of 3 to 7 months.

One main reason for the limited understanding of DRAM
errors in real systems is the large experimental scale required
to obtain interesting measurements. A detailed study of er-
rors requires data collection over a long time period (several
years) and thousands of machines, a scale that researchers
cannot easily replicate in their labs. Production sites, which
run large-scale systems, often do not collect and record error
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data rigorously, or are reluctant to share it because of the
sensitive nature of data related to failures.

This paper provides the first large-scale study of DRAM
memory errors in the field. It is based on data collected
from Google’s server fleet over a period of more than two
years making up many millions of DIMM days. The DRAM
in our study covers multiple vendors, DRAM densities and
technologies (DDR1, DDR2, and FBDIMM).

The paper addresses the following questions: How com-
mon are memory errors in practice? What are their statis-
tical properties? How are they affected by external factors,
such as temperature, and system utilization? And how do
they vary with chip-specific factors, such as chip density,
memory technology and DIMM age?

We find that in many aspects DRAM errors in the field be-
have very differently than commonly assumed. For example,
we observe DRAM error rates that are orders of magnitude
higher than previously reported, with FIT rates (failures in
time per billion device hours) of 25,000 to 70,000 per Mbit
and more than 8% of DIMMs affected per year. We provide
strong evidence that memory errors are dominated by hard
errors, rather than soft errors, which most previous work
focuses on. We find that, out of all the factors that impact
a DIMM’s error behavior in the field, temperature has a
surprisingly small effect. Finally, unlike commonly feared,
we don’t observe any indication that per-DIMM error rates
increase with newer generations of DIMMs.

2. BACKGROUND ANDMETHODOLOGY

2.1 Memory errors and their handling
Most memory systems in use in servers today are pro-

tected by error detection and correction codes. The typical
arrangement is for a memory access word to be augmented
with additional bits to contain the error code. Typical error
codes in commodity server systems today fall in the single
error correct double error detect (SECDED) category. That
means they can reliably detect and correct any single-bit er-
ror, but they can only detect and not correct multiple bit
errors. More powerful codes can correct and detect more er-
ror bits in a single memory word. For example, a code family
known as chip-kill [6], can correct up to 4 adjacent bits at
once, thus being able to work around a completely broken
4-bit wide DRAM chip. We use the terms correctable error
(CE) and uncorrectable error (UE) in this paper to general-
ize away the details of the actual error codes used.

If done well, the handling of correctable memory errors is
largely invisible to application software. Correction of the
error and logging of the event can be performed in hardware
for a minimal performance impact. However, depending on
how much of the error handling is pushed into software, the
impact can be more severe, with high error rates causing a
significant degradation of overall system performance.

Uncorrectable errors typically lead to a catastrophic fail-
ure of some sort. Either there is an explicit failure action in
response to the memory error (such as a machine reboot),
or there is risk of a data-corruption-induced failure such as a
kernel panic. In the systems we study, all uncorrectable er-
rors are considered serious enough to shut down the machine
and replace the DIMM at fault.

Memory errors can be classified into soft errors, which ran-
domly corrupt bits, but do not leave any physical damage;
and hard errors, which corrupt bits in a repeatable manner

Computing Node

Breadcrumbs

Collector

Raw Data

Bigtable

Aggregated Raw Data

Selected Raw Data

SawzallAnalysis Tool
Summary Data

Results

Real Time

Figure 1: Collection, storage, and analysis architec-
ture.

because of a physical defect (e.g. “stuck bits”). Our mea-
surement infrastructure captures both hard and soft errors,
but does not allow us to reliably distinguish these types of
errors. All our numbers include both hard and soft errors.

Single-bit soft errors in the memory array can accumu-
late over time and turn into multi-bit errors. In order to
avoid this accumulation of single-bit errors, memory systems
can employ a hardware scrubber [14] that scans through the
memory, while the memory is otherwise idle. Any memory
words with single-bit errors are written back after correction,
thus eliminating the single-bit error if it was soft. Three of
the six hardware platforms (Platforms C, D and F) we con-
sider make use of memory scrubbers. The typical scrubbing
rate in those systems is 1GB every 45 minutes. In the other
three hardware platforms (Platforms A, B, and E) errors are
only detected on access.

2.2 The systems
Our data covers the majority of machines in Google’s fleet

and spans nearly 2.5 years, from January 2006 to June 2008.
Each machine comprises a motherboard with some proces-
sors and memory DIMMs. We study 6 different hardware
platforms, where a platform is defined by the motherboard
and memory generation.

The memory in these systems covers a wide variety of the
most commonly used types of DRAM. The DIMMs come
from multiple manufacturers and models, with three differ-
ent capacities (1GB, 2GB, 4GB), and cover the three most
common DRAM technologies: Double Data Rate (DDR1),
Double Data Rate 2 (DDR2) and Fully-Buffered (FBDIMM).
DDR1 and DDR2 have a similar interface, except that DDR2
provides twice the per-data-pin throughput (400 Mbit/s and
800 Mbit/s respectively). FBDIMM is a buffering interface
around what is essentially a DDR2 technology inside.

2.3 The measurement methodology
Our collection infrastructure (see Figure 1) consists of lo-

cally recording events every time they happen. The logged
events of interest to us are correctable errors, uncorrectable
errors, CPU utilization, temperature, and memory allocated.
These events (”breadcrumbs”) remain in the host machine

and are collected periodically (every 10 minutes) and archived
in a Bigtable [4] for later processing. This collection happens
continuously in the background.

The scale of the system and the data being collected make
the analysis non-trivial. Each one of many ten-thousands of
machines in the fleet logs every ten minutes hundreds of pa-
rameters, adding up to many TBytes. It is therefore imprac-
tical to download the data to a single machine and analyze it
with standard tools. We solve this problem by using a paral-
lel pre-processing step (implemented in Sawzall [18]), which
runs on several hundred nodes simultaneously and performs
basic data clean-up and filtering. We then perform the re-
mainder of our analysis using standard analysis tools.

2.4 Analytical methodology
The metrics we consider are the rate and probability of

errors over a given time period. For uncorrectable errors,
we focus solely on probabilities, since a DIMM is expected
to be removed after experiencing an uncorrectable error.

As part of this study, we investigate the impact of temper-
ature and utilization (as measured by CPU utilization and
amount of memory allocated) on memory errors. The ex-
act temperature and utilization levels at which our systems
operate are sensitive information. Instead of giving abso-
lute numbers for temperature, we therefore report tempera-
ture values “normalized” by the smallest observed tempera-
ture. That is a reported temperature value of x, means the
temperate was x degrees higher than the smallest observed
temperature. The same approach does not work for CPU
utilization, since the range of utilization levels is obvious
(ranging from 0-100%). Instead, we report CPU utilization
as multiples of the average utilization, i.e. a utilization of
x, corresponds to a utilization level that is x times higher
than the average utilization. We follow the same approach
for allocated memory.

When studying the effect of various factors on memory
errors, we often want to see how much higher or lower the
monthly rate of errors is compared to an average month (in-
dependent of the factor under consideration). We therefore
often report “normalized” rates and probabilities, i.e. we
give rates and probabilities as multiples of the average. For
example, when we say the normalized probability of an un-
correctable error is 1.5 for a given month, that means the
uncorrectable error probability is 1.5 times higher than in
an average month. This has the additional advantage that
we can plot results for platforms with very different error
probabilities in the same graph.

Finally, when studying the effect of factors, such as tem-
perature, we report error rates as a function of percentiles
of the observed factor. For example, we might report that
the monthly correctable error rate is x if the temperature
lies in the first temperature decile (i.e. the temperature is
in the range of the lowest 10% of reported temperature mea-
surements). This has the advantage that the error rates for
each temperature range that we report on are based on the
same number of data samples. Since error rates tend to be
highly variable, it is important to compare data points that
are based on a similar number of samples.

3. BASELINE STATISTICS
We start our study with the basic question of how common

memory errors are in the field. Since a single uncorrectable
error in a machine leads to the shut down of the entire ma-

Table 1: Memory errors per year:

Platf. Tech.
Per machine

CE CE CE CE UE
Incid. Rate Rate Median Incid.

(%) Mean C.V. Affct. (%)
A DDR1 45.4 19,509 3.5 611 0.17
B DDR1 46.2 23,243 3.4 366 –
C DDR1 22.3 27,500 17.7 100 2.15
D DDR2 12.3 20,501 19.0 63 1.21
E FBD – – – – 0.27
F DDR2 26.9 48,621 16.1 25 4.15

Overall – 32.2 22,696 14.0 277 1.29

Platf. Tech.
Per DIMM

CE CE CE CE UE
Incid. Rate Rate Median Incid.

(%) Mean C.V. Affct. (%)
A DDR1 21.2 4530 6.7 167 0.05
B DDR1 19.6 4086 7.4 76 –
C DDR1 3.7 3351 46.5 59 0.28
D DDR2 2.8 3918 42.4 45 0.25
E FBD – – – – 0.08
F DDR2 2.9 3408 51.9 15 0.39

Overall – 8.2 3751 36.3 64 0.22

chine, we begin by looking at the frequency of memory errors
per machine. We then focus on the frequency of memory er-
rors for individual DIMMs.

3.1 Errors per machine
Table 1 (top) presents high-level statistics on the frequency

of correctable errors and uncorrectable errors per machine
per year of operation, broken down by the type of hardware
platform. Blank lines indicate lack of sufficient data.

Our first observation is that memory errors are not rare
events. About a third of all machines in the fleet experience
at least one memory error per year (see column CE Incid.
%) and the average number of correctable errors per year
is over 22,000. These numbers vary across platforms, with
some platforms (e.g. Platform A and B) seeing nearly 50% of
their machines affected by correctable errors, while in others
only 12–27% are affected. The median number of errors per
year for those machines that experience at least one error
ranges from 25 to 611.

Interestingly, for those platforms with a lower percentage
of machines affected by correctable errors, the average num-
ber of correctable errors per machine per year is the same
or even higher than for the other platforms. We will take
a closer look at the differences between platforms and tech-
nologies in Section 3.2.

We observe that for all platforms the number of errors
per machine is highly variable with coefficients of variation
between 3.4 and 20 1. Some machines develop a very large
number of correctable errors compared to others. We find
that for all platforms, 20% of the machines with errors make
up more than 90% of all observed errors for that platform.
One explanation for the high variability might be correla-
tions between errors. A closer look at the data confirms
this hypothesis: in more than 93% of the cases a machine
that sees a correctable error experiences at least one more
correctable error in the same year.

1These are high C.V. values compared, for example, to an
exponential distribution, which has a C.V. of 1, or a Poisson
distribution, which has a C.V. of 1/mean.
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Figure 2: The distribution of correctable errors over
DIMMs: The graph plots the fraction Y of all errors in a
platform that is made up by the fraction X of DIMMs with
the largest number of errors.

While correctable errors typically do not have an immedi-
ate impact on a machine, uncorrectable errors usually result
in a machine shutdown. Table 1 shows, that while uncor-
rectable errors are less common than correctable errors, they
do happen at a significant rate. Across the entire fleet, 1.3%
of machines are affected by uncorrectable errors per year,
with some platforms seeing as many as 2-4% affected.

3.2 Errors per DIMM
Since machines vary in the numbers of DRAM DIMMs

and total DRAM capacity, we next consider per-DIMM statis-
tics (Table 1 (bottom)).

Not surprisingly, the per-DIMM numbers are lower than
the per-machine numbers. Across the entire fleet, 8.2% of
all DIMMs are affected by correctable errors and an average
DIMM experiences nearly 4000 correctable errors per year.
These numbers vary greatly by platform. Around 20% of
DIMMs in Platform A and B are affected by correctable
errors per year, compared to less than 4% of DIMMs in
Platform C and D. Only 0.05–0.08% of the DIMMs in Plat-
form A and Platform E see an uncorrectable error per year,
compared to nearly 0.3% of the DIMMs in Platform C and
Platform D. The mean number of correctable errors per
DIMM are more comparable, ranging from 3351–4530 cor-
rectable errors per year.

The differences between different platforms bring up the
question of how chip-hardware specific factors impact the
frequency of memory errors. We observe that there are two
groups of platforms with members of each group sharing
similar error behavior: there are Platform A , B, and E on
one side, and Platform C , D and F on the other. While both
groups have mean correctable error rates that are on the
same order of magnitude, the first group has a much higher
fraction of DIMMs affected by correctable errors, and the
second group has a much higher fraction of DIMMs affected
by uncorrectable errors.

We investigated a number of external factors that might
explain the difference in memory rates across platforms, in-
cluding temperature, utilization, DIMM age and capacity.
While we will see (in Section 5) that all these affect the
frequency of errors, they are not sufficient to explain the
differences we observe between platforms.

Table 2: Errors per DIMM by DIMM
type/manufacturer

Incid. Incid. Mean C.V. CEs/
Pf Mfg GB CE UE CE CE GB

(%) (%) rate

A

1 1 20.6 0.03 4242 6.9 4242
1 2 19.7 0.07 4487 5.9 2244
2 1 6.6 1496 11.9 1469
3 1 27.1 0.04 5821 6.2 5821
4 1 5.3 0.03 1128 13.8 1128

B
1

1 20.3 – 3980 7.5 3980
2 18.4 – 5098 6.8 2549

2
1 7.9 – 1841 11.0 1841
2 18.1 – 2835 8.9 1418

C
1 1 3.6 0.21 2516 69.7 2516
4 1 2.6 0.43 2461 57.2 2461
5 2 4.7 0.22 10226 12.0 5113

D 6
2 2.7 0.24 3666 39.4 1833
4 5.7 0.24 12999 23.0 3250

E

1
2 – 0 – – –
4 – 0.13 – – –

2
2 – 0.05 – – –
4 – 0.27 – – –

5
2 – 0.06 – – –
4 – 0.14 – – –

F 1
2 2.8 0.20 2213 53.0 1107
4 4.0 1.09 4714 42.8 1179

A closer look at the data also lets us rule out memory
technology (DDR1, DDR2, or FBDIMM) as the main factor
responsible for the difference. Some platforms within the
same group use different memory technology (e.g. DDR1
versus DDR2 in Platform C and D, respectively), while there
are platforms in different groups using the same memory
technology (e.g. Platform A , B and C all use DDR1). There
is not one memory technology that is clearly superior to the
others when it comes to error behavior.

We also considered the possibility that DIMMs from dif-
ferent manufacturers might exhibit different error behav-
ior. Table 2 shows the error rates broken down by the
most common DIMM types, where DIMM type is defined
by the combinations of platform and manufacturer. We note
that, DIMMs within the same platform exhibit similar er-
ror behavior, even if they are from different manufacturers.
Moreover, we observe that DIMMs from some manufacturers
(Mfg1 , Mfg4 ) are used in a number of different platforms
with very different error behavior. These observations show
two things: the differences between platforms are not mainly
due to differences between manufacturers and we do not see
manufacturers that are consistently good or bad.

While we cannot be certain about the cause of the differ-
ences between platforms, we hypothesize that the observed
differences in correctable errors are largely due to board and
DIMM design differences. We suspect that the differences
in uncorrectable errors are due to differences in the error
correction codes in use. In particular, Platforms C and D
are the only platforms that do not use a form of chip-kill [6].
Chip-kill is a more powerful code, that can correct certain
types of multiple bit errors, while the codes in Platforms C
and D can only correct single-bit errors.

We observe that for all platforms the number of correctable
errors per DIMM per year is highly variable, with coefficients
of variation ranging from 6 to 46. One might suspect that
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Figure 2: The distribution of correctable errors over
DIMMs: The graph plots the fraction Y of all errors in a
platform that is made up by the fraction X of DIMMs with
the largest number of errors.

While correctable errors typically do not have an immedi-
ate impact on a machine, uncorrectable errors usually result
in a machine shutdown. Table 1 shows, that while uncor-
rectable errors are less common than correctable errors, they
do happen at a significant rate. Across the entire fleet, 1.3%
of machines are affected by uncorrectable errors per year,
with some platforms seeing as many as 2-4% affected.

3.2 Errors per DIMM
Since machines vary in the numbers of DRAM DIMMs

and total DRAM capacity, we next consider per-DIMM statis-
tics (Table 1 (bottom)).

Not surprisingly, the per-DIMM numbers are lower than
the per-machine numbers. Across the entire fleet, 8.2% of
all DIMMs are affected by correctable errors and an average
DIMM experiences nearly 4000 correctable errors per year.
These numbers vary greatly by platform. Around 20% of
DIMMs in Platform A and B are affected by correctable
errors per year, compared to less than 4% of DIMMs in
Platform C and D. Only 0.05–0.08% of the DIMMs in Plat-
form A and Platform E see an uncorrectable error per year,
compared to nearly 0.3% of the DIMMs in Platform C and
Platform D. The mean number of correctable errors per
DIMM are more comparable, ranging from 3351–4530 cor-
rectable errors per year.

The differences between different platforms bring up the
question of how chip-hardware specific factors impact the
frequency of memory errors. We observe that there are two
groups of platforms with members of each group sharing
similar error behavior: there are Platform A , B, and E on
one side, and Platform C , D and F on the other. While both
groups have mean correctable error rates that are on the
same order of magnitude, the first group has a much higher
fraction of DIMMs affected by correctable errors, and the
second group has a much higher fraction of DIMMs affected
by uncorrectable errors.

We investigated a number of external factors that might
explain the difference in memory rates across platforms, in-
cluding temperature, utilization, DIMM age and capacity.
While we will see (in Section 5) that all these affect the
frequency of errors, they are not sufficient to explain the
differences we observe between platforms.

Table 2: Errors per DIMM by DIMM
type/manufacturer

Incid. Incid. Mean C.V. CEs/
Pf Mfg GB CE UE CE CE GB

(%) (%) rate

A

1 1 20.6 0.03 4242 6.9 4242
1 2 19.7 0.07 4487 5.9 2244
2 1 6.6 1496 11.9 1469
3 1 27.1 0.04 5821 6.2 5821
4 1 5.3 0.03 1128 13.8 1128

B
1

1 20.3 – 3980 7.5 3980
2 18.4 – 5098 6.8 2549

2
1 7.9 – 1841 11.0 1841
2 18.1 – 2835 8.9 1418

C
1 1 3.6 0.21 2516 69.7 2516
4 1 2.6 0.43 2461 57.2 2461
5 2 4.7 0.22 10226 12.0 5113

D 6
2 2.7 0.24 3666 39.4 1833
4 5.7 0.24 12999 23.0 3250

E

1
2 – 0 – – –
4 – 0.13 – – –

2
2 – 0.05 – – –
4 – 0.27 – – –

5
2 – 0.06 – – –
4 – 0.14 – – –

F 1
2 2.8 0.20 2213 53.0 1107
4 4.0 1.09 4714 42.8 1179

A closer look at the data also lets us rule out memory
technology (DDR1, DDR2, or FBDIMM) as the main factor
responsible for the difference. Some platforms within the
same group use different memory technology (e.g. DDR1
versus DDR2 in Platform C and D, respectively), while there
are platforms in different groups using the same memory
technology (e.g. Platform A , B and C all use DDR1). There
is not one memory technology that is clearly superior to the
others when it comes to error behavior.

We also considered the possibility that DIMMs from dif-
ferent manufacturers might exhibit different error behav-
ior. Table 2 shows the error rates broken down by the
most common DIMM types, where DIMM type is defined
by the combinations of platform and manufacturer. We note
that, DIMMs within the same platform exhibit similar er-
ror behavior, even if they are from different manufacturers.
Moreover, we observe that DIMMs from some manufacturers
(Mfg1 , Mfg4 ) are used in a number of different platforms
with very different error behavior. These observations show
two things: the differences between platforms are not mainly
due to differences between manufacturers and we do not see
manufacturers that are consistently good or bad.

While we cannot be certain about the cause of the differ-
ences between platforms, we hypothesize that the observed
differences in correctable errors are largely due to board and
DIMM design differences. We suspect that the differences
in uncorrectable errors are due to differences in the error
correction codes in use. In particular, Platforms C and D
are the only platforms that do not use a form of chip-kill [6].
Chip-kill is a more powerful code, that can correct certain
types of multiple bit errors, while the codes in Platforms C
and D can only correct single-bit errors.

We observe that for all platforms the number of correctable
errors per DIMM per year is highly variable, with coefficients
of variation ranging from 6 to 46. One might suspect that
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Figure 4: Correlations between correctable and uncorrectable errors in the same DIMM: The left graph shows
the UE probability in a month depending on whether there were CEs in the same month or in the previous month. The
numbers on top of the bars give the increase in UE probability compared to a month without CEs (three left-most bars) and
the case where there were no CEs in the previous month (three right-most bars). The middle graph shows how often a UE
was preceded by a CE in the same/previous month. The right graph shows the factor increase in the probability of observing
an UE as a function of the number of CEs in the same month.

ability of an uncorrectable error is significantly larger in a
month with correctable errors compared to a month with-
out correctable errors. The increase in the probability of an
uncorrectable error ranges from a factor of 27X (for Plat-
form A ) to more than 400X (for Platform D ). While not
quite as strong, the presence of correctable errors in the pre-
ceding month also affects the probability of uncorrectable er-
rors. The three right-most bars in Figure 4 (left) show that
the probability of seeing a uncorrectable error in a month fol-
lowing a month with at least one correctable errors is larger
by a factor of 9X to 47X than if the previous month had no
correctable errors.

Figure 4 (right) shows that not only the presence, but also
the rate of observed correctable errors in the same month af-
fects the probability of an uncorrectable error. Higher rates
of correctable errors translate to a higher probability of un-
correctable errors. We see similar, albeit somewhat weaker
trends when plotting the probability of uncorrectable errors
as a function of the number of correctable errors in the pre-
vious month (not shown in figure). The uncorrectable error
probabilities are about 8X lower than if the same number
of correctable errors had happened in the same month, but
still significantly higher than in a random month.

Given the above observations, one might want to use cor-
rectable errors as an early warning sign for impending uncor-
rectable errors. Another interesting view is therefore what
fraction of uncorrectable errors are actually preceded by a
correctable error, either in the same month or the previ-
ous month. Figure 4 (middle) shows that 65-80% of uncor-
rectable errors are preceded by a correctable error in the
same month. Nearly 20-40% of uncorrectable errors are pre-
ceded by a correctable error in the previous month. Note
that these probabilities are significantly higher than seeing
a correctable error in an average month.

The above observations lead to the idea of early replace-
ment policies, where a DIMM is replaced once it experi-
ences a significant number of correctable errors, rather than
waiting for the first uncorrectable error. However, while
uncorrectable error probabilities are greatly increased after
observing correctable errors, the absolute probabilities of an
uncorrectable error are still relatively low (e.g. 1.7–2.3% in
the case of Platform C and Platform D , see Figure 4 (left)).

We also experimented with more sophisticated methods
for predicting uncorrectable errors, for example by building
CART (Classification and regression trees) models based on
parameters such as the number of CEs in the same and pre-
vious month, CEs and UEs in other DIMMs in the machine,
DIMM capacity and model, but were not able to achieve
significantly better prediction accuracy. Hence, replacing
DIMMs solely based on correctable errors might be worth
the price only in environments where the cost of downtime
is high enough to outweigh the cost of the relatively high
rate of false positives.

The observed correlations between correctable errors and
uncorrectable errors will be very useful in the remainder of
this study, when trying to understand the impact of var-
ious factors (such as temperature, age, utilization) on the
frequency of memory errors. Since the frequency of cor-
rectable errors is orders of magnitudes higher than that of
uncorrectable errors, it is easier to obtain conclusive results
for correctable errors than uncorrectable errors. For the re-
mainder of this study we focus mostly on correctable errors
and how they are affected by various factors. We assume
that those factors that increase correctable error rates, are
likely to also increase the probability of experiencing an un-
correctable error.

4.3 Correlations between DIMMs in the same
machine

So far we have focused on correlations between errors
within the same DIMM. If those correlations are mostly due
to external factors (such as temperature or workload inten-
sity), we should also be able to observe correlations between
errors in different DIMMs in the same machine, since these
are largely subject to the same external factors.

Figure 5 shows the monthly probability of correctable and
uncorrectable errors, as a function of whether there was an
error in another DIMM in the same machine. We observe
significantly increased error probabilities, compared to an
average month, indicating a correlation between errors in
different DIMMs in the same machine. However, the ob-
served probabilities are lower as when an error was previ-
ously seen in the same DIMM (compare with Figure 3 (left)
and Figure 4 (left)).
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Figure 10: The effect of age: The normalized monthly rate of experiencing a CE as a function of age by platform (left)
and for four common DIMM configurations (right). We consider only DIMMs manufactured after July 2005, to exclude very
old platforms (due to a rapidly decreasing population).

uary 2007 and had a correctable error. We see that the
correctable error rate starts to increase quickly as the pop-
ulation ages beyond 10 months up until around 20 months.
After around 20 months, the correctable error incidence re-
mains constant (flat slope).

The flat slope means that the error incidence rates reach a
constant level, implying that older DIMMs continue to have
correctable errors (even at an increased pace as shown by
Figure 10), but there is not a significant increase in the in-
cidence of correctable error for other DIMMs. Interestingly,
this may indicate that older DIMMs that did not have cor-
rectable errors in the past, possibly will not develop them
later on.

Since looking at the MCF for the entire population might
confound many other factors, such as platform and DRAM
technology, we isolate the aging effect by focusing on one in-
dividual platform. The second graph from the left in Figure
11 shows the MCF for correctable errors for Platform C ,
which uses only DDR1 RAM. We see a pattern very similar
to that for the entire population. While not shown, due to
lack of space, the shape of the MCF is similar for all other
platforms. The only difference between platforms is the age
when the MCF begins to steepen.

We also note the lack of infant mortality for almost all
populations: none of the MCF figures shows a steep incline
near very low ages. We attribute this behavior to the weed-
ing out of bad DIMMs that happens during the burn-in of
DIMMs prior to putting them into production.

In summary, our results indicate that age severely affects
correctable error rates: one should expect an increasing in-
cidence of errors as DIMMs get older, but only up to a cer-
tain point, when the incidence becomes almost constant (few
DIMMs start to have correctable errors at very old ages).
The age when errors first start to increase and the steepness
of the increase vary per platform, manufacturer and DRAM
technology, but is generally in the 10–18 month range.

5.4.2 Age and Uncorrectable Errors
We now turn to uncorrectable errors and aging effects.

The two right-most graphs in Figure 11 show the mean cu-
mulative function for uncorrectable errors for the entire pop-
ulation of DIMMs that were in production in January 2007,
and for all DIMMs in Platform C , respectively. In these

figures, we see a sharp increase in correctable errors at early
ages (3-5 months) and then a subsequent flattening of error
incidence. This flattening is due to our policy of replacing
DIMMs that experience uncorrectable errors, and hence the
incidence of uncorrectable errors at very old ages is very low
(flat slope in the figures).

In summary, uncorrectable errors are strongly influenced
by age with slightly different behaviors depending on the
exact demographics of the DIMMs (platform, manufacturer,
DIMM technology). Our replacement policy enforces the
survival of the fittest.

6. RELATED WORK
Much work has been done in understanding the behav-

ior of DRAM in the laboratory. One of the earliest pub-
lished work comes from May and Woods [11] and explains
the physical mechanisms in which alpha-particles (presum-
ably from cosmic rays) cause soft errors in DRAM. Since
then, other studies have shown that radiation and errors
happens at ground level [16], how soft error rates vary with
altitude and shielding [23], and how device technology and
scaling [3,9] impact reliability of DRAM components. Bau-
mann [3] shows that per-bit soft-error rates are going down
with new generations, but that the reliability of the system-
level memory ensemble has remained fairly constant.

All the above work differs from ours in that it is limited to
laboratory studies and focused on only soft errors. Very few
studies have examined DRAM errors in the field, in large
populations. One such study is the work by Li et al. which
reports soft-error rates for clusters of up to 300 machines.
Our work differs from Li’s in the scale of the DIMM-days ob-
served by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, our work
reports on uncorrectable as well as correctable errors, and
includes analysis of covariates commonly thought to be cor-
related with memory errors, such as age, temperature, and
workload intensity.

We observe much higher error rates than previous work.
Li et al cite error rates in the 200–5000 FIT per Mbit range
from previous lab studies, and themselves found error rates
of < 1 FIT per Mbit. In comparison, we observe mean
correctable error rates of 2000–6000 per GB per year, which
translate to 25,000–75,000 FIT per Mbit. Furthermore, for
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Figure 11: The effect of age: The two graphs on the left show the mean cumulative function for CEs for all DIMMs in
production in January 2007 until November 2008, and for Platform C , respectively. The two graphs on the right show for
the same two populations the mean cumulative function for UEs.

DIMMs with errors we observe median CE rates from 15 –
167 per month, translating to a FIT range of 778 – 25,000
per Mbit. A possible reason for our wider range of errors
might be that our work includes both hard and soft errors.

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This paper studied the incidence and characteristics of

DRAM errors in a large fleet of commodity servers. Our
study is based on data collected over more than 2 years and
covers DIMMs of multiple vendors, generations, technolo-
gies, and capacities. All DIMMs were equipped with error
correcting logic (ECC) to correct at least single bit errors.

Our study includes both correctable errors (CE) and un-
correctable errors (UE). Correctable errors can be handled
by the ECC and are largely transparent to the application.
Uncorrectable errors have more severe consequences, and in
our systems lead to a machine shut-down and replacement of
the affected DIMM. The error rates we report include both
soft errors, which are randomly corrupted bits that can be
corrected without leaving permanent damage, and hard er-
rors, which are due to a physical defect and are permanent.
Below we briefly summarize our results and discuss their im-
plications.

Conclusion 1: We found the incidence of memory errors
and the range of error rates across different DIMMs to be
much higher than previously reported.

About a third of machines and over 8% of DIMMs in
our fleet saw at least one correctable error per year. Our
per-DIMM rates of correctable errors translate to an aver-
age of 25,000–75,000 FIT (failures in time per billion hours
of operation) per Mbit and a median FIT range of 778 –
25,000 per Mbit (median for DIMMs with errors), while pre-
vious studies report 200-5,000 FIT per Mbit. The number of
correctable errors per DIMM is highly variable, with some
DIMMs experiencing a huge number of errors, compared to
others. The annual incidence of uncorrectable errors was
1.3% per machine and 0.22% per DIMM.

The conclusion we draw is that error correcting codes are
crucial for reducing the large number of memory errors to
a manageable number of uncorrectable errors. In fact, we
found that platforms with more powerful error codes (chip-
kill versus SECDED) were able to reduce uncorrectable er-
ror rates by a factor of 4–10 over the less powerful codes.
Nonetheless, the remaining incidence of 0.22% per DIMM

per year makes a crash-tolerant application layer indispens-
able for large-scale server farms.

Conclusion 2: Memory errors are strongly correlated.

We observe strong correlations among correctable errors
within the same DIMM. A DIMM that sees a correctable
error is 13–228 times more likely to see another correctable
error in the same month, compared to a DIMM that has not
seen errors. There are also correlations between errors at
time scales longer than a month. The autocorrelation func-
tion of the number of correctable errors per month shows
significant levels of correlation up to 7 months.

We also observe strong correlations between correctable
errors and uncorrectable errors. In 70-80% of the cases an
uncorrectable error is preceded by a correctable error in the
same month or the previous month, and the presence of
a correctable error increases the probability of an uncor-
rectable error by factors between 9–400. Still, the absolute
probabilities of observing an uncorrectable error following a
correctable error are relatively small, between 0.1–2.3% per
month, so replacing a DIMM solely based on the presence of
correctable errors would be attractive only in environments
where the cost of downtime is high enough to outweigh the
cost of the expected high rate of false positives.

Conclusion 3: The incidence of CEs increases with age,
while the incidence of UEs decreases with age (due to re-
placements).

Given that DRAM DIMMs are devices without any me-
chanical components, unlike for example hard drives, we see
a surprisingly strong and early effect of age on error rates.
For all DIMM types we studied, aging in the form of in-
creased CE rates sets in after only 10–18 months in the field.
On the other hand, the rate of incidence of uncorrectable
errors continuously declines starting at an early age, most
likely because DIMMs with UEs are replaced (survival of
the fittest).

Conclusion 4: There is no evidence that newer genera-
tion DIMMs have worse error behavior.

There has been much concern that advancing densities in
DRAM technology will lead to higher rates of memory er-
rors in future generations of DIMMs. We study DIMMs in
six different platforms, which were introduced over a period
of several years, and observe no evidence that CE rates in-
crease with newer generations. In fact, the DIMMs used in


